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 Introducing Poker Shield 

PokerShield™ is free open-source software designed to help protect online poker players from malicious 
software that could be used to hack their online poker and bank accounts, view their hole cards and steal their 
identity and bankrolls. PokerShield™ is designed by SeNet, a highly experienced IT security firm, and brought to 
you by Pokerfuse, the trusted name in poker media. 
 

It seems like not a day goes by without somebody complaining about their poker account being “hacked”.  A 
quick google search shows many cases of suspected account compromises.  There are reports of recreational 
players as well as professional poker players, such as Daniel Negreanu, being victims.  The sites themselves are 
becoming more secure by offering multifactor authentication, enabling account lockout, and forcing users to 
choose strong passwords. However, the attacks on online poker players continue.  
 
Currently, the most common way that accounts are compromised is via social engineering or phishing attacks.  A 
player is tricked into clicking on a link in their email or visiting a malicious website.  From this point the attacker 
can install software that lets them see the player’s hole cards or even take control of their system.  
PokerShield™ is our solution.  PokerShield™ is a free, open-source Live CD.  A Live CD is a complete bootable 
computer operating system which runs in the computer's memory or in this case can be installed and run from 
your hard drive.    

               
              Technical Specifications 

PokerShield™ is based on a custom hardened, 
secure Linux Ubuntu operating system and has 
been configured to automatically install patches, 
enable only the required services, and conforms to 
security benchmarks recommended by the Center 
for Internet Security and DISA.  The Ubuntu 
operating system is the host platform, but 
knowledge of Linux is not required.  In fact, no 
interaction with Ubuntu is needed. Within the 
Ubuntu operating system we have installed 
VirtualBox, software that allows you to run virtual 
machines (VM). Our distribution comes configured 
with two Windows VMs (with temporary license 
keys).  One VM is secured and locked down as its 
only purpose is to play online poker.  It has been 
designed so that access to only specific sites is 
allowed, patches are automatically updated, and it 
follows recommended security standards.  While 
you will have access to a Windows Administrator 
account if you desire to make changes (i.e. install 
software tracking software), a normal user account 
is recommended for regular usage.  PokerShield™ 
will be available for download from our site 
www.pokershield.com.  Once again this is 100% 
free, open-source software designed to help 
protect and secure players and increase the level 
of gaming integrity. 
 
 

 

 

 
              Visit PokerShield.com for more information. 

  Benefits 

SeNet and Pokerfuse present a 
secure online gaming operating 
system and platform to provide the 
following: 

• Custom hardened and 
secure Linux host    
operating system. 

• Utilizes virtualization 
technology to protect 
players. 

• Separate virtual machines 
for playing online poker and 
for “surfing” the Internet. 

• Helps prevent social 
engineering and phishing 
attacks. 

• Created to be user friendly 
and usable by all tech skill 
levels. 

• Designed for poker players 
by poker players. 

http://www.pokersec.org/
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SeNet Online Gaming Security Services 
 

Service Description 

Application Development 

SeNet provides full systems development life cycle (SDLC) development of custom applica- 
tions for the customer’s environment specializing in .NET- and Java-based applications, among 
others. SeNet employs a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, 
operation, and maintenance of software and the study of approaches to secure your application 
software; that is, application engineering with security in mind from inception. 

Application Security Risk 
Assessments and 

Penetration 

SeNet provides services to assess the security risks of both legacy and newly-developed 
applications. SeNet can assess the real risk associated with operating your application. SeNet 
provides risk assessments based on the National Institutes of Standards and Technol- ogy 
(NIST) 800-37, International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and other guidance for its 
clients and applies its methodologies to educate our customers on what it really takes to se- 
cure their applications. 

Information Security 
Architecture Design and 

Implementation 

SeNet can design and review your organization’s security architecture and make specific 
recommendations to increase the overall security posture. Items examined include perimeter 
protection, internal controls, denial of service protection mechanisms, and infrastructure, to 
name a few. The overall network architecture needs to be designed securely, not just the gam- 
ing software. 

Project Management 
SeNet provides clients with projects managers who are trained not only on managing a soft- 
ware/systems development effort, but are also well versed on managing security requirements in 
your SDLC. 

Quality Assurance 
SeNet provides quality assurance services for our customers’ needs that go beyond just 
code reviews and application vulnerability testing. W e know how to ensure that your application 
adheres to our secure application engineering triangle (Security – Quality – Reliability). 

Security Requirements 
Analysis 

SeNet’s history as an information assurance service provider uniquely positions us as ex- 
perts with experience that spans not just application security, but infrastructure and physical 
security, as well. SeNet understands the unique challenges that face government and com- 
mercial customers, and we can provide tailored security requirements analysis efforts that look 
at the whole picture for your environment. 

Secure Application 
Design 

SeNet provides application design services focused solely on our proven methodology that 
integrates “touch points” into the design phase of your SDLC, guaranteeing that your application 
will be secure when rolled out. 

Secure Application 
Re-Engineering 

SeNet can take your old legacy applications and re-engineer them using our methodology 
into state-of-the-art technologies, including traditional and secure cloud-computing environ- 
ments. 

Subject Matter Expert 
Consultants 

SeNet provides secure application engineering expert consultants to train and mentor your 
staff on the latest techniques and methodologies to secure your application, both during devel- 
opment and into full operation. 

Secure Programming 
Methodology Training 

SeNet provides tailored training on secure programming techniques and tools. As an IBM 
Ounce-certified partner, we provide static code analysis tool training to our customers that  
enables them to assess the security vulnerabilities of their application as it is being developed. 

   
  SeNet and Pokerfuse Overview 
 

SeNet has been assisting government organizations in achieving their IT security objectives since 1998. 
SeNet is an SBA-certified small business assurance, software engineering, and network security consulting 
for federal agencies and specializing in information commercial entities. Pokerfuse is an independent news 
organization dedicated to online poker.  Pokerfuse offers original reporting, exclusive features and in-depth 
analysis of the industry and covers everything from industry changes, regulatory progress, poker room 
updates, promotions and tournaments both live and online. 
 
 

Visit PokerShield.com for more information. 

http://www.pokersec.org/

